
 

 

 
Due COB Friday, April 15, 2011 
      2011 ANNUAL BALLOT TO  

     ADD/CHANGE DATA ELEMENTS 
 

 
Proposed Addition  
 
(Data element item number(s) to be determined after balloting, if approved.) Please see full data 
element information for questions and definitions. 
 

1. Available Upload and Download Speeds at Computers used by the 
General Public. (Collected at the outlet level and reported out at the outlet 
level.)1

 Yes 

 

 No 

2. Number of Up-to-Date Internet Computers Used by General Public (actual 
number of computers; collected at the outlet level and reported out at the 
system level) 

 Yes  No 

3. Expenditures on Public Access Hardware during the Past Fiscal Year 
(actual dollar amount; collected and reported at the system level) 

 Yes  No 

4. Established Replacement Plan for Public Internet Computers  Yes  No 

 
Proposed Change 
 

1. 450 Print Materials  Yes  No 

 
 

 

State: ________________________ 
 
Signature of State Data Coordinator: 
 
 ________________________________________________ 
 
Signature of Chief Officer of State Library Agency: 
 
 ________________________________________________ 
 

Please fax the ballot to Kim Miller, IMLS @ 202-653-4600.  
(Please email me to let me know you faxed the ballot. Thank you!) 

(You can also scan the document with signatures and email (kmiller@imls.gov) with ballot attachment.   

                                                           
1 This data element will not be collected for FY2011.  The plan is to collect for FY2012.  See page 2 for more 
explanation on this data element.  
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PLS FY2011 Endorsed Data Elements 
 
Endorsed Additions (4 items): 
 

1. Available Upload and Download Speeds at Computers used by the General 
Public. (Collected at the outlet level and reported out at the outlet level.)2

 
 

Definition: 
The available upload and download speed at each outlet as determined by initiating a connectivity 
speed test through a national public library speed test web portal at an Internet computer used by the 
general public. Each library outlet will be asked to access the public library speed test portal after the 
close of business during a time designated by the state library. 
 
Process for Testing Upload/download speeds: 
IMLS has identified the following process for collection based on interviews with representatives from 
the Federal Communications Commission and two of the main vendors that provide speed test services, 
MLab and Ookla (vendors that provide the speed tests for the FCC’s Broadband.Gov site).   
 
To tailor the collection to libraries IMLS would have to build a collection web site that incorporates the 
test tools from one of the vendors.  The web site would provide clear instructions for speed tests that 
are comparable to those found on the FCC’s sites (http://www.broadband.gov/qualitytest/about/). 
 
Collection through the site will require libraries to enter institutional identifiers to link the test to their 
library.  The FSCS ID will be used.  In addition to the FSCS ID, the institution name and address will be 
collected to verify the institutional record should the FSCS ID be missing or invalid.  Libraries will also be 
asked whether or not they are running the test as part of the PLS collection (Y/N) and whether or not 
the test is being run outside of normal business hours (Y/N).  All tests with valid FSCS IDs that identify 
the test time as part of the PLS and are run outside of business hours will be recorded as part of the PLS 
collection and will augment a database on the collection server.  If libraries conduct more than one test, 
signifying that the test is for the PLS and outside of the normal business hours the results off all such 
tests will be averaged for purposes of the PLS data reporting.  NOTE: Respondents without a FSCS ID will 
be allowed to run the speed test but the data will not be recorded as part of the PLS collection. 
 
The speed test takes approximately 1.5 minutes to complete.  The same library staff that respond to the 
PLS survey will be asked to complete the test.  Staff would be asked to run the test the week prior to the 
end of the library’s PLS reporting cycle.  Libraries will further be asked to run the test during the outlet’s 
closed hours (in the morning or the evening).  Doing so will allow the test to measure maximum 
capacity.  The results of the test will be displayed within minutes of starting the test, should they care to 
record the information for their own records.  For the PLS collection there will be no reason to do so as 
the speed test results will be stored on a server hosted by IMLS.  
 
Reporting the Data on the PLS Files: 
Data collected through the IMLS speed test site will be reported as part of the PLS data file and the PLS 
report.  State level summary reports will be available prior to the PLS report, provided 70% or more of 
the public libraries in the state conduct the tests through the site.  State Library Agencies have the 
discretion to request more tests from their libraries than the one PLS test however this data will not be 
recorded as part of the PLS dataset.    

                                                           
2 This data element will not be collected for FY2011.  The plan is to collect for FY2012.   
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*************** 
 
How it will appear in WebPLUS: 
Not applicable – numeric value automatically reported via the speed test 
 
Rationale: 
The utility for patrons of a public access computer is greatly affected by the Internet speed available at 
that computer.  The number of public Internet access computers is currently reported in the PLS, but 
there is no question that describes the quality of the access available to patrons.  By collecting the 
available speed at each outlet we get information about the actual Internet speed that is available to a 
user, which is a determining factor for what Internet content they can access, e.g., workforce training or 
distance learning, and for making decisions regarding if and how they use the library for their computing 
purposes.  
 
Only when speed is measured at the local level do the data help reveal uneven access to the Internet. 
We know from past state and national data collection efforts that libraries with multiple outlets have 
variable broadband available among outlets (based on purchased speed). Testing the available 
broadband per outlet may reveal even greater variability, because advertised speeds are not always 
achieved.  
 
This information would allow clearer statements about the quality of public access computing in library 
outlets as well as if/how it is changing across time.  Availability of this information at the local level will 
help library leaders engage local providers and policy makers in making the highest, cost effective 
broadband available. At a national level, the data will provide libraries with comparative information 
that will allow them to advocate for improved public access Internet connectivity at the system, region 
and state levels.   
 
The following 12 states collect connection speed at the outlet level: Alaska collects the total bandwidth 
a library gets for the cost of their subscription and the library’s Internet access per computer; Arizona 
collects the Maximum Speed of Connection; California collects the fastest Internet connection speed 
available at the library; Colorado collects the fastest speed of the connection between the library and its 
Internet Service Provider; Connecticut collects the subscribed-for speed of connection (the speed of 
connection purchased or purchased for the library); Idaho collects the theoretical optimum download 
speed available to the general public; Illinois collects the maximum download speed of a library's 
Internet connection; Michigan collects Connection Speed by Outlet; Minnesota collects Internet Speed 
for Public Computers; Missouri collects Connection speed at main and branch libraries; Nebraska 
collects Maximum download speed of their Internet connection; and New Mexico collects Speed of the 
connection to the ISP. 
 
Considerations: 
Several considerations regarding the connectivity speed data element were taken into account during 
the course of proposal development.  

Data collection burden for libraries and states:  In addition to providing a more accurate portrayal of the 
connectivity available, this approach would reduce the number of data elements collected (when 
compared to the administrative-level max/min data elements approach), and reduce the reporting and 
accuracy burden on local libraries by automatically cataloging the results remotely.  Collecting data 
through an automated speed portal will also result in more valid and reliable data rather than relying on 
libraries to self-report connectivity speeds. 

________________________________________________________________________________  



 

2. Number of Up-to-Date Internet Computers Used by General Public (actual 
number of computers; collected at the outlet level and reported out at the 
system level) 
 
Question: 
How many of your library’s Internet computers used by the general public were first put into use in the 
past fiscal year?  
 
Definition: 
This is the total number of public access Internet computers at the library that were first put into use 
during the past fiscal year, including personal computers (PCs) and laptops.  This number includes new 
computers that were purchased or leased by the library in the past fiscal year, computers that were 
refurbished during the past fiscal year, and computers that were donated to the library only if they were 
first put into use or refurbished during the past fiscal year.  If the provenance of a donated computer is 
not known, do not include it in this number. If the library uses thin client or other server side computing 
that makes the age of the workstation irrelevant, please enter 9999 in the response box. 
 
*************** 
 
How it will appear in WebPLUS: 
The question will appear as listed above.  Responses will be recorded as numeric entries. 
 
Rationale: 
The number of public Internet access computers is currently reported in the PLS, however there is no 
question that describes the quality of the access available to the patrons of a library system.  This 
information would allow clearer statements about the quality of public access computing within a library 
and if/how it is changing across time. Unless the library uses thin client or other server side computing 
that makes the age of the workstation irrelevant, the utility for patrons of a public access computer is 
greatly affected by the age of the computer. Computers put into service in the past fiscal year is a proxy 
for the capacity of the device to sufficiently run current software and applications typically in use by the 
public.  
 
Availability of this information at the national level will provide libraries with comparative information 
that will allow them to advocate for improved public access hardware at the system, region and state 
levels.   
 
(Vermont collects the approximate age of public access computers, i.e., the number of public access 
workstations newer than 1 yr, 1-2 yrs old, 3-5 yrs old, and older than 5 yrs) 
 
See Definition for [item # 650] Number of Internet Computers Used by General Public: 
//PLS Item 650//. 
 
Considerations: 
Several considerations regarding the content of the up-to-date hardware data elements and response 
options were taken into account during the course of proposal development.  

Providing age cut-off for “up-to-date” versus asking for quantities of computers that are several ages: To 
minimize data collection burden, the decision was made to predetermine the cut-off for what should be 
considered an “up-to-date” computer rather than ask for the number of computers of several different 
ages, which would allow more flexibility on the analysis end.  The decision also reflects a degree of 

http://plsc.pbworks.com/650+Number+of+Internet+Computers+Used+by+General+Public�


 

consensus in the field that computers should be replaced every 3-5 years to sustain adequate access to 
productivity software and on-line resources. 

IMLS staff spoke with John Bertot from UMD to discuss the reliability and validity of a similar question 
that is reported by libraries for the Gates/ALA survey.  He reported that the Public Libraries and the 
Internet study asks more detailed than the question posed above.  Despite this he saw no significant 
challenge to answering the question.  However, his survey is asked at the branch level and he felt the 
question would have greater utility at that level of analysis. 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
  



 

3. Expenditures on Public Access Hardware during the Past Fiscal Year (actual 
dollar amount; collected and reported at the system level) 
 
Question: 
How much did your library spend for replacing and upgrading hardware for use by the general public 
during the past fiscal year? 
 
Definition: 
This amount is the cost to the library of replacing and upgrading public access hardware (any hardware 
used for public access; i.e. servers, pc’s, laptops, printers).  It includes only expenditures on hardware 
that came out of the library's budget, or expenditures that came osut of monies given to the library that 
were allotted to pay for hardware based on the library’s discretion.  It does not include expenditures 
made by other entities on behalf of the library.  
 
How it will appear in WebPLUS: 
The question will appear as listed above.  Responses will be recorded as numeric entries. 
 
Rationale: 
Total Capital Expenditures and Other Operating Expenditures are currently reported in the PLS, but 
there is no way of determining how much of those expenditures are made in support of public access 
technology. Availability of this information at the national level (paired with information about the size 
of service area populations) will provide libraries with comparative information that will allow them to 
advocate for improved public access hardware at the system, region and state levels.   
 
Rather than restructuring existing Other Operating Expenditures and Total Capital Expenditures data 
elements and definitions, this proposal adds new data elements on public access technology 
expenditures that would be the least challenging for systems to report, i.e., those made for hardware 
and Internet service for the general public.  
 
The State Data Coordinators may want to consider modifying the existing data elements over time to get 
to the point where the public access technology expenditures are separated from the Other Operating 
Expenditures and the Total Capital Expenditures. This will take several years and preparation by each of 
the State Data Coordinators. 
 
(The District of Columbia collects expenditures on new computers and the IT Staff payroll that supports 
public access computers and the number of computers installed each quarter; Indiana collects Public 
Use Computer Database Licensing, Maintenance and Purchase Fees and total expenditures associated 
with Public Access Computers; Nebraska collects Electronic Access expenditures, including expenditures 
associated with access to electronic materials and services and computer hardware and software used 
to support library operations; New York collects Telecommunications fees, including those for 
telephone and Internet operation and installation; South Carolina collects expenditures for all furniture 
and equipment purchased or leased with funds from the recurring operating budget, including both 
electronic and general equipment furnishings; Washington collects Technology Expenditures, including 
the costs of computer hardware and software used to support library operations or to link to external 
networks, including the Internet) 
 
 
 
 



 

 
IMLS Review/Research after December LSWG Meeting 
IMLS staff spoke with John Bertot from UMD to discuss the reliability and validity of a similar question 
that is reported by libraries for the Gates/ALA survey.  Dr. Bertot maintained that the financial 
information is the most challenging data to collect because not all of the libraries budget IT services in 
this manner. However, he also noted that this data element is at a much higher level of aggregation, and 
doesn't have as many breakdowns by funding source and IT category as the ALA/Gates survey and 
therefore could enjoy greater reliability. 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

  



 

4. Established Replacement Plan for Public Internet Computers (collected and 
reported at the system level) 
 
Question: 
Does the library have a written replacement plan for its Internet computers used by the general public? 
 
Definition: 
A library has a replacement plan.  The plan should be a written and approved plan or policy for replacing 
computer technology.  A library does not have a replacement plan if they replace computers on an “as 
needed” basis, according to criteria that have not been formally defined or documented in an approved 
plan. 
 
NOTE: Definition was modified by LSWG in the December meeting.  
 
 
 
 
*************** 
 
How they will appear in WebPLUS: 
The question will appear as listed above.  Responses will have at “Yes” or “No” options in a drop down 
list in the WebPLUS application. 
 
Rationale: 
Although a report of having expended $0 on Internet service and public access hardware during a 
particular fiscal year may reflect budget reductions or a cyclical approach to such expenditures, 
collecting whether or not a library has a replacement plan will help clarify these instances.  Furthermore, 
independent analysis of data from the Public Library Funding & Technology Access Study by the U.S. 
Libraries Program at the foundation, show that a library having a replacement plan, regardless of 
formality and content, is robustly related to concurrent and future measures of a library’s public access 
quality and investment. Applications for E-rate no longer require technology plans. 
 
(Alaska collects the presence of a technology plan that is approved by the Alaska State Library; 
Oklahoma collects the presence of a Technology Plan and the dates the plan covers) 
 
Considerations: 
Several considerations regarding the content of technology expenditures data elements and response 
options were taken into account during the course of proposal development.  

Redefining the existing definition of Other Expenditures to exclude technology expenditures and 
establishing a new Technology Expenditure category versus adding technology expenditure questions 
with no implications for existing measures: This approach would not have implications for existing 
survey questions, minimizing the burden of changes to existing survey measures.  

Recognizing the value of giving libraries an opportunity to more gradually think about breaking out 
technology expenditures as its own line item: Although, it would be useful for libraries’ technology-
related advocacy efforts to be able to state how much they spend on technology, most libraries do not 
currently track technology expenditures as a single line item in their budgets.  Rather than abruptly 
requiring libraries to do this, this approach makes incremental steps toward such a goal, so that libraries 
can get practice tracking these expenses separately and recognize on their own the value of doing this. 



 

Stricter versus looser definition of replacement plan: Recognizing that “replacement plan” can mean 
different things to different libraries, this question qualifies the replacement plan as “established”.  
Correlation research conducted by the US Libraries Program at the foundation shows that a loose 
definition of replacement plan has a statistically significant and robust relationship with an index of 
quality public access (comprising connection speed, sustained up-to-date hardware and sustained 
technology funding). 

 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
  



 

Endorsed Change (1 items): 
 

1. 450 Print Materials 
 
Report ONLY BOOKS IN PRINT: 
1. Books in print. Books are non-serial printed publications (including music and maps) that are bound in 
hard or soft covers, or in loose-leaf format. Include non-serial government documents. Report the 
number of physical units, including duplicates. For smaller libraries, if volume data are not available, 
count the number of titles. Books packaged together as a unit (e.g., a 2-volume set) and checked out as 
a unit are counted as one physical unit.  
2. Serial back files in print. Serials are publications issued in successive parts, usually at regular intervals, 
that are intended to be continued indefinitely. Serials include periodicals (magazines); newspapers; 
annuals (reports, yearbooks, etc.); journals, memoirs, proceedings, and transactions of societies; and 
numbered monographic series. Government documents and reference tools are often issued as serials. 
Except for the current volume, count unbound serials as a volume when the library has at least half of 
the issues in a publisher’s volume. Report the number of physical units, including duplicates. For smaller 
libraries, if volume data are not available, count the number of titles. Serials packaged together as a unit 
(e.g., a 2-volume serial monograph) and checked out as a unit are counted as one physical unit. 
 
 
Reason for change:   
A library director pointed out that the current definition harks back to olden times when libraries bound 
volumes and used print copies of Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature to locate individual articles.  
Most libraries no longer bind periodicals and now rely on databases such as ProQuest to locate and 
obtain individual articles if the publisher itself does not provide past articles online.  Due to space 
constraints, printed back issues are typically kept for just several years, circulated, and, relative to the 
pre-online database era, weeded quickly.  The library director contends, and I agree, that it’s time 
wasted to count and calculate how many single issues she has and how many total more than half a 
subscription and then add volumes and subtract individual issues from her ILS to come up with an 
accurate number.  “If it has a bar code, it’s a volume” and the ILS system delivers the number pronto. 


